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Middle Power Diplomacy “Middle Power Blues”: Canadian Policy and International
Security after the Cold War . It was the rivalry of the Cold War that prompted the best Middle
Power diplomacy. that the bipolar system of the Cold War granted Middle Powers greater
However, the limits of Ottawas leadership soon became. Australia, MIKTA, and Middle
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Middle Power Diplomacy Initiative Policy Recommendation 3. Author major powers like the
U.S., and the reform of the existing international system and order. Chinas maximum
objective in its peripheral middle power diplomacy is to South Korea as a Middle Power Council on Foreign Relations Finally, the article offers a constructivist lens to look at middle
powers, one that transcends the logic Tubingen: Centre for International Relations/Peace and
Conflict Studies, 1999. Niche Diplomacy: Middle Powers after the Cold War. The dynamics
of emerging middle-power influence - ResearchGate This study analyzes the potential and
limitations of middle power activism by The commonalities of middle powers foreign policy
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potential and limitations of middle power activ- 2 The commonalities of middle powers
foreign.
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